ALL DAYS FOR FUTURE

As the innovator of the quartz composite industry, “future” is our speciality. And it’s a topic that is especially close to our hearts, not only as company directors but as fathers too.

We have always made products that last and manufactured them exclusively in Germany. And with the company-wide changes we started implementing many years ago, SCHOCK embarked on a path of sustainability. One milestone is our switch to green hydropower produced in Germany at the start of 2021. And our path ultimately leads us, through our material and product innovations, to you, our customers.

That is why we are so pleased to present our new CRISTADUR® Green Line – with our first quartz composite sinks that consist of >99% natural, renewable or recycled materials and that can themselves be recycled in a closed cycle at the end of their product life.

Our aim with SINK GREEN is to shape all our tomorrows – and to offer some surprises along the way. Starting in 2021 we’ll be doing that with the legend that is Iggy Pop and his Green Team as brand ambassadors.

It’s safe to say that green has never been more colourful.

Ralf Boberg & Sven-Michael Funck
THE FORMULA

GENUINELY REGIONAL, GENUINELY SUSTAINABLE, GENUINELY PREMIUM

We are the only manufacturer of quartz composite sinks to produce exclusively in Germany. With resource-saving production, natural quartz sand mainly from Bavaria and raw materials efficiency at 90%, all of our sinks are already made in harmony with nature and the environment.

Plus, with the CRISTADUR® Green Line, we have now developed the first material that is >99% made from natural, renewable or recycled raw materials.

Like all SCHOCK sinks, these select models consist of up to 75% quartz sand. This is combined with natural colour additives and binders made from recycled or renewable materials.

In the future and for the future, we are keen to sustainably optimise our new products, further reduce the environmental footprint of our entire sink assortment and apply green concepts to bring even more colour into the kitchen.
RETURNABLE SINKS? AMAZING!

With our closed cycle

SINK GREEN is a holistic mindset extending across the entire product lifecycle. Because even though our highly sustainable SCHOCK sinks are made to last, they will still need to be replaced at some point.

This is where our cutting-edge recycling technology comes in: your CRISTADUR® Green Line model goes back into OUR closed cycle and is recycled by us into new sinks. We are already using this system to recycle used materials from our Green Line production process into new products.

The recycling concept will initially be implemented in Germany.
Here you can see the ordeals and endurance tests that CRISTADUR® has had to undergo on its way into your kitchen:

schock.de/en/cristadur

*Depending on the set-up in the different countries, consumers have had the possibility to extend their warranty for all CRISTADUR® sinks since January 2020. The stipulated warranty conditions apply. Please ask your local SCHOCK dealer for details.

15-year warranty*

Lasts a (kitchen) lifetime

Improved material formula

Quooker proved - Tested with boiling water taps

WOW

A unique premium finish that is tough, made to last, Quooker proved, food safe and also extremely easy to clean?

A 15-year warranty* on top quality products handmade in Germany? A unique silky feel that passes the endurance test? Our CRISTADUR® is a material that is constantly setting new standards in the market and in the kitchen.

And new in 2021: CRISTADUR® Green Line, the world’s first quartz composite sinks by SCHOCK which are >99% made from natural, renewable or recycled raw materials and shine with intense colours.

PIONEERING – NOW AND IN THE FUTURE:
OUR PREMIUM CRISTADUR® MATERIAL

*Depending on the set-up in the different countries, consumers have had the possibility to extend their warranty for all CRISTADUR® sinks since January 2020. The stipulated warranty conditions apply. Please ask your local SCHOCK dealer for details.
The new CRISTADUR® Green Line colours Day and Night. In 2013 we unveiled Puro, a true shade of jet black for quartz composite sinks. Now, with the colour Day from the CRISTADUR® Green Line, we are able to bring a true shade of pure white into the range. And even though such a bright, pure white was previously only seen in ceramic sinks and its graphite-black counterpart Night gleams with an exceptional darkness, at heart our two new sustainable colours are both green. Brilliant, right?
HI, I’M IGGY POP - THE STORY BEHIND SINK GREEN...

The story behind SINK GREEN is a story of craftsmanship and punk, of roots and innovation, of clever hamsters and imaginative otters, of endangered species and an international star. The story will be told in 2021 by Iggy Pop, the flamboyant “Godfather of Punk”, who fits perfectly with our animal heroes.

OUR GREEN TEAM

These animal species have something in common: They are all endangered and (like us) they live in the Bavarian Forest. Alongside rock star Iggy Pop, they are also the new SCHOCK brand ambassadors for all aspects of our green thinking.

Multifaceted butterflies
The violet copper butterfly is big on environmentally friendly optimisations within the company and sustainability in our dealings with one another.

Inquiring hamsters
are always developing and optimising new methods to make everything we do even greener – solution-focused and interdisciplinary.

Resourceful otters
are very well informed, they love to experiment and like to explore new horizons in sustainable innovation – lateral thinkers par excellence!

Premium lynx
is the king of the forest who cultivates a sustainable lifestyle and has a passion for design and healthy eating.

Cool owl
The Ural owl is confident and makes a good partner, a sharp member of the avant-garde, setting trends with a sense of responsibility.
The CRISTADUR® Green Line modular sink Kallio M-175 combines the classic farmhouse look with modern straight lines and a sustainable lifestyle.
KALLIO M-175 – A MODULAR DESIGN HIGHLIGHT

Contemporary modular sink for farmhouse or Scandi-style kitchens with a functional design brief

Sink styling:
• Generously sized bowls to accommodate large pots, pans or even a spot of indoor gardening
• Slanted edge to the bowls, perfect for leaning baking trays against them for scrubbing

Drainboards:
• Narrowly spaced grooves on the draining boards at the back
• Perfect place for washing-up utensils or for letting chopping boards or glasses drip dry
CRISTADUR® sink model Greenwich N-100L in the new Green Line colour Day  
Design mixer tap Dion in the metallic-black PVD coating Gunmetal  
Functional upgrade: Portable drain mat made of silicone with grooves for the water to run off. Samo soap dispenser in the metallic-black PVD coating Gunmetal; multifunctional bowl in stainless steel

Samo soap dispenser in the metallic-black PVD coating Gunmetal and in matt-black Puro  
Matching trim in Gunmetal or Puro
1. CRISTADUR® sink model Wembley D-100L in the new Green Line colour. Day.


Design upgrade: Matching trim in the PVD coating White Gold.
1. CRISTADUR® sink model Wembley D-100L in the new Green Line colour Day
2. New mixer tap SC-510 Low Pressure in the new Green Line colour Day with pull-out spout
3. Functional upgrade: Custom-fit wooden chopping board and foldable design drain rack in brushed stainless steel look
4. CRISTADUR® sink model Wembley D-150 in the new Green Line colour Night
5. Mixer tap Kavus in the PVD coating White Gold with pull-out spout
6. Design upgrade: Matching trim in the PVD coating White Gold
7. Functional upgrade: Functional bowl set in black plastic and LED lighting for the sink
1. **CRISTADUR®** sink model Greenwich N-100XL in the Green Line colour Night
3. **COMFOPUSH**
   - Push button to operate the pop-up
4. **Comfopush** in stainless steel to automatically open and close the strainer basket at the touch of a button.
5. **Functional upgrade:** Samo soap dispenser in stainless steel, foldable design.

**Drain rack** in brushed stainless steel look as a drainboard or a place to put food or cooking utensils; custom-fit wooden chopping board.
FOR FILTERED WATER: THE NEW VITUS

Hot, cold and filtered water from a single tap? No problem with the 3-way system in the new Vitus mixer tap. It delivers both ordinary tap water and fresh, low-cost filtered water. Filtered water is recommended, even if the overall water quality might be good, for homes with lead pipes, people with intolerances or for preparing baby food. The solid stainless steel mixer tap is easy to clean and made to last and is also available with a pull-out spout to make filling tall vases or jugs even easier.

1 Filtered water control lever
For freshly filtered*, cold water to drink or cook with

2 Mixed water control lever
For ordinary tap water and individual mixing of hot and cold water

*Cold water to drink or cook with; compatible with all conventional filter systems without microswitch (e.g. activated carbon block/reverse osmosis filter); filter system can be chosen as it is not included with the SCHOCK tap.
IN COMBINATION

- Dark oak
- Hemp/pure new wool rug
- Walnut
- Black marble
- Concrete
- Black cork
- White marble

1. CRISTADUR® colour Puro
2. CRISTADUR® Green Line colour Night
3. CRISTADUR® Green Line colour Day
Every SCHOCK sink needs the perfect partner. With six new models or updated versions in 2021, we are adding various styles, finishes and functions to the range of choices.

1. Mixer tap *Vitus* in solid stainless steel with pull-out spout
2. Coloured sleeve mixer tap *SC-510 Low Pressure* in the new CRISTADUR® Green Line colours *Day* (pure white) and *Night* (graphite black) with pull-out spout
3. Mixer tap *Epos* in chrome with pull-out spout
4. Mixer tap *Cosmo* in chrome with pull-out spray head
5. Mixer tap *Keto* with pull-out spout
6. Mixer tap *Metis* with pull-out spout
1. New CRISTADUR® sink model Tia D-100 in the colour Stone with integrated lip for individual accessories.

2. Design mixer tap Papilio in the CRISTADUR® colour Stone.

3. Functional upgrade: Ladon as combined soap dispenser and pop-up control; custom-fit chopping board in matt-black look in the sturdy fibre composite material Fibre Rock; 7-part multifunctional bowl set in plastic and a rack for hanging Gastronorm containers or other cooking utensils.
SPACE SAVING

1. CRISTADUR® sink model Kyoto D-100 in the colour Carbonium
2. New mixer tap Epos in chrome with pull-out spout
3. Functional upgrade: Custom-fit chopping board in matt-black look in the sturdy fibre composite material Fibre-Rock and Gastronorm container GN 2/8 hanging on the lip in the sink bowl

4. New CRISTADUR® sink model Tia D-100 in the colour Stone with integrated lip for individual accessories
5. Design mixer tap Papilio in the CRISTADUR® colour Stone
6. Functional upgrade: Ladon as combined soap dispenser and pop-up control; 7-part multifunctional bowl set in plastic and a rack for hanging Gastronorm containers or other cooking utensils; GN 2/8 container
IN COMBINATION

1 CRISTADUR® colour Carbonium
2 CRISTADUR® colour Stone

Natural oak

Terrazzo Mosaic tiles

Cork

IN COMBINATION
COLOUR YOUR LIFE
Are you looking for sinks in gleaming colours with a silky-smooth finish that’s super-easy to clean thanks to the dirt-repellent effect? Do you want colours that are green at heart and look amazing as a pure white or intense graphite black? Then come and discover all our CRISTADUR® facets with our new colour diversity.
Our classic with its slightly rough, stone-like finish brings a breath of fresh air into the kitchen with ever new, on-trend colours.

Golden Line – Go for Gold: The premium colour collection spreads an intense golden hue over the entire sink area. Shining with confident style, the collection brings out the best in earthy shades and wood or stone finishes.
Both CRISTALITE® and CRISTADUR® are manufactured exclusively in Germany, consist of up to 75% natural quartz sand and are handmade in the Bavarian Forest. Even though that is already wonderful in itself, we are keen to optimise both materials continually, including by making them even more sustainable in future. The new CRISTADUR® Green Line is a start, being >99% made from natural, renewable or recycled raw materials.

TWICE AS GOOD: CRISTALITE® AND CRISTADUR® MATERIAL PROPERTIES

- Impact Resistant
- Made to Last
- Odour-Free
- Pro Hygienic 21
- Dirt-Repellent Effect
- Fade Resistant
- Heat Resistant
- Food Safe
The numerous premium features inherent in CRISTADUR® are now joined by an innovative world first: CRISTADUR® Green Line sinks are >99% made from natural, renewable or recycled raw materials and can themselves be recycled in a closed cycle at the end of their product life.

CRISTALITE® is our classic, and it is constantly setting new trends in the contemporary kitchenscape with many fashionable shades of colour. The CRISTALITE® surface finish is slightly rough and stony to the touch and is a reminder that even this on-trend material is made from the hardest constituent of granite – natural quartz sand.

FEEL THE QUALITY: CRISTADUR® AND CRISTALITE® IN COMPARISON

CRISTADUR®
- Patented premium finish
- Intense colours (the darkest black in the quartz composite market since 2013, pure white from 2021)
- Made to last and sustainable (extended warranty possible)
- Dirt-repellent effect makes it extremely easy to clean
- Flush-mounted installation and various premium features available

CRISTALITE®
- Stony, slightly rough finish
- Many fashionable, natural-looking shades
- Robust on-trend material
- Resource-saving production
- Beautiful in appearance and attractive on price
- The classic SCHOCK sink
CRISTADUR®

40
HORIZONT D-100S
GREENWICH N-100S
HORIZONT D-100
GREENWICH N-100

45
KYOTO D-100
LOTUS D-100
MONO D-100S
MONO R-100
SIGNUS D-100
SOHO N-100S
TIA D-100
WATERFALL D-100
WEMBLEY D-100

50
GREENWICH N-100
GREENWICH N-100L

60
GALAXY N-100
MONO N-100
PREPSTATION D-150*
WATERFALL D-150

60
HORIZONT D-150
SIGNUS D-100L
SOHO N-100
WEMBLEY D-100L
WEMBLEY D-150

60
WEMBLEY D-150
WEMBLEY D-100

*For installation in two 60 cm base cabinets or one 120 cm base cabinet.
CRISTADUR®

80

GALAXY N-100Y

GALAXY N-100L

GALAXY N-100LY

GREENWICH N-100XL

GREENWICH N-200

80

LOTUS C-150

MONO D-175

MONO D-200

SIGNUS D-175

SIGNUS D-200

SIGNUS N-100XL

80

WATERFALL D-200

80

SIGNUS C-150

80

90

ALIVE N-175

ALIVE N-175Y

ALIVE N-200

ALIVE N-200Y

ALIVE N-2000

ALIVE N-2000Y

ALIVE N-2000XL

ALIVE N-2000XLY

ALIVE N-2000Y

EDO N-175

EDO N-175Y

EDO N-200

EDO N-200Y

EDO N-2000

EDO N-2000Y

EDO N-2000XL

EDO N-2000XLY

EDO N-2000Y

SIGNUS N-175

SIGNUS N-175

SIGNUS N-200

SIGNUS N-200

SIGNUS N-200

SIGNUS N-200

SIGNUS N-100XL

SIGNUS N-100XL

SIGNUS N-100XL

corner unit

= CRISTADUR® Green Line
○ = Topmount ○ = Undermount ○ = Flush-mounted ○ = Modular

*For installation in two 60 cm base cabinets or one 120 cm base cabinet
**CRISTADUR® GREEN LINE**

**GREENWICH N-100L**

**GREENWICH N-100XL**

**KALLIO M-175**

**WEMLBEY D-100**

**WEMLBEY D-100L**

**WEMLBEY D-150**

**WEMLBEY D-200**

**SC-90**

**SC-510**

**SC-520**

**SC-530**

**SC-540**

**SC-550**
MIXER TAPS

SC-200  SC-300  SC-S10  SC-S10 LP
SC-S20  SC-S30  SC-S40  SC-S50
SIMI  SINA  SONO  TANOS

SOAP DISPENSERS

AMUR  BELA  LADON  SAMO  SAMO S

VITUS

Chrome  Black  Solid stainless steel  Black or white  Pure  Under-window tap  Fixed spout  Pull-out spray head  Low-pressure tap  CRISTADUR®  CRISTALITE®  CRISTADUR®-GREEN LINE
FOR A BEAUTIFUL FUTURE TOGETHER: OUR SERVICE HINTS AND CARE TIPS

Products made to last, like our SCHOCK sinks and mixer taps, are the perfect match for a sustainable lifestyle – especially when they benefit from the right kind of care and cleaning so that you can enjoy them even longer. See our care videos and FAQs in our care guide at www.schock.de/care

Always in the picture – SCHOCK service videos
What's the right way to install a SCHOCK sink or mixer tap? What special features does a product have? What tools do you need? Find all the answers in the service videos from SCHOCK at:
schock.de/en/servicevideos

Always at the right address – SCHOCK accessories and spare parts shop
With matching accessories and the right care you'll be able to enjoy your SCHOCK sink area even longer and more sustainably. You'll find everything you need to do that, from chopping boards to steamer containers, spare parts to care sets, right here:
shop.schock.de/en

Always taken care of – SCHOCK care sets
The rigours of everyday use can normally be cleaned off our material's finishes simply and easily with a little water and washing-up liquid. For special cases we've put together some environmentally responsible and economical care sets which you can use to remove stains and limescale, etc. Find them at:
shop.schock.de/en/clean-care

Then come with us, five endangered species and the legend that is Iggy Pop, into the forest. You will soon find out what the “Godfather of Punk” has in common with otters, how colourful green can be and how all of that fits into our SINK GREEN philosophy – stay tuned online and on our social media channels.

WANNA TAKE A WALK ON THE GREEN SIDE?
Follow us on Facebook, Instagram and Youtube and don't miss anything from Iggy Pop and his colourful Green Team!

sinkgreen.de/en/iggy

SCHOCK GmbH
Hofbauerstraße 1
94209 Regen
Germany
Tel.: +49-9921-600-0
Fax: +49-9921-600-253
E-mail: info@schock.de
www.schock.de/en
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